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I Overview

stability functions appear across
several areas of math
representation theory
algebraic geometry
cluster theory
mathematical physics

They began appearing in 19905
in work of Schofield King and
Rudakov Later for triangulated
categories by Bridgeland



we will consider today stability
functions which make every indecomp
object stable Previously studied
in papers such as

Reineke 2003
Qiu 2015
Apruzzese Igusa 2019
Huang Hu 2020 preprint
Barnard Gunawan Meehan Schiffer 2020

II Stability Functions
let Q be a quiver rep4Q be
the set of isoclasses of nonzero
representations of Q

Det A function firepHQ 7112 is
a stabilityfunch.by if it satisfies
the seesawpropent meaning
for any short exact sequence nonzeroobjects

0 7 A 713 7C

one of the following occurs



fatefCB Okc OR 4ft 043 067
OR A 0437 0 6

Verep Q is ofstabley if
w 0 0 for all ocwcv

A stability function is totallystable
if every indecomposable representation
of Q is f stable

Remake A 4 stable representation V
is indecomposable Endow a

division ring
Proof from f cEndow get s.es

O kerf v imf 0

So if f not an isomorphism

by the see saw property we get
turf 70kV or faint gcu

So V would not be f stable

So to study totally stable stability



functions we must restrict to Q Dynkin

III.Re.su tsonDynkinquivers
Our main result is the following

theorem joint work in progress with
Yamana Diaz Cody Gilbert

let be a stability function
on a Dynkin quiver Q
Then 0 is totally stable

Cev 20 0 for all indecomposable
non projective V such that
the associated Auslander Reitan
sequence

o eV C v 30
has E indecomposable

Proofingredients
Elementary considerations with
see saw property give that V is
f stable



w Colo for all ocww W indecomp
HCV L 001 for all V Y Y indecoup

We can further reduce the problem
is totally stable

047 0 4 for every irreducible
morphism f X y
between indecouposables

We finish by reducing to short
exact sequences as in the
theorem statement by a variety
of ad hoc methods with
Auslander Reiter quivers

II Additional results in type A
K 2020 preprint
Total stability functions on type At
quivers arXiv 2002 12396

The main result abore was

proven for type 1A quivers here



We focused there on

linearstabilityconditions

let 2 Ko CQ Q be an

additive group homomorphism
wite 2 CST has positive imaginary
part for 5 simple

7 we Rao neck of s t

2 Ge were rose i for seek.ca
The associated linear stability function
is µz a wj.kz KeKoCQ

Additional result in type A
the collection of inequalities in the
main theorem are a minimal
collection defining the near

total stability conditions within the
set of all linear stability conditions



Openproblem G let Q be a

Dynkin quiver Construct a linear
total stability condition for Q
Solved in type A in papers
mentioned in overview CAI HK
BGMS For all other Dynkin
types Qiu did this for a

specific orientation

In CK 2020 preprit I explicit
describe all such linear totall
stability conditions in type A

Given any refs o
Qo the space

of WEIRO which give totally
stable µz is linearly equivto

pix CR o
Q


